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Get beyond the basics with PowerPoint 2007

Take your PowerPoint skills to the next level with help from this highly visual, easy-to-follow guide. PowerPoint 2007 Graphics & Animation Made Easy shows you how to enhance your presentations with everything from bullets and tables to dynamic slides that come to life on the screen. You'll learn to use the latest tools and techniques such as WordArt, SmartArt, charts, audio, and motion graphics. Discover how easy it is to build professional presentations with rich images, special effects, and high-impact animations that will capture your audience's attention every time you present. 

	
    Design unique layouts customized for your needs

    
	
    Create memorable photo albums with captions, textures, and themes

    
	
    Add and manipulate clip art

    
	
    Display data in graphically rich tables and charts

    
	
    Enhance text with fills, outlines, and artistic effects using WordArt 

    
	
    Highlight important points, people, and objects with shapes

    
	
    Transform content into dynamic graphics using SmartArt

    
	
    Add punch to your presentations with movies and sound

    
	
    Create custom animations and impressive special effects 

    
	
    Import Excel content quickly and easily into PowerPoint slides 

    


About the Author

Sally Slack is a PowerPoint expert and has been a communications consultant to IBM, Lenovo International, and State Farm Insurance. She is the author of ten books, including CNET Do-It-Yourself Digital Home Office Projects.

Michelle I. Zavala is a marketing writer and communications consultant who has worked with IBM, AT&T, and Hewlett-Packard. She is a contributor to the Brilliant Microsoft Office 2007 Pocketbook series and has written online learning courses for marketing and technology topics.
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Learn Cocoa Touch for iOS (Learn Apress)Apress, 2012

	With every successive release of iOS and its related hardware products, Apple and journalists the world over spout hyperbolic statements about “revolutionary” features, “insanely great” devices, and “unbelievable” sales. The numbers don’t disappoint, with hundreds of millions of iOS devices having...
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Writing for Science and Engineering, Second Edition: Papers, Presentations and Reports (Elsevier Insights)Elsevier Limited, 2012

	Learning how to write clearly and concisely is an integral part of furthering your research career; however, doing so is not always easy. In this second edition, fully updated and revised, Dr. Silyn-Roberts explains in plain English the steps to writing abstracts, theses, journal papers, funding bids, literature reviews, and more. The book...
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Database Programming with Visual Basic .NET and ADO.NET: Tips, Tutorials, and Code (Waite Group)Sams Publishing, 2002
The topic combination of VB .NET and ADO.NET is unbeatable.  VB .NET is the most popular language in which to code.  And, every developer needs to understand ADO.NET to allow data to be accessed from a Web site.  In this book Developers will be shown numerouse code examples that will illustr4ate how to program database driven applications within...
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Mobile 3D Graphics SoC: From Algorithm to ChipJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The first book to explain the principals behind mobile 3D hardware implementation, helping readers understand advanced algorithms, produce low-cost, low-power SoCs, or become familiar with embedded systems


	As mobile broadcasting and entertainment applications evolve, there is increasing interest in 3D graphics within the...
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Microsoft Windows 2000 Active Directory ProgrammingMicrosoft Press, 2001
 Active Directory is probably the most important feature of the Microsoft Windows 2000 operating system. It can be used by organizations and enterprises to centralize network information that was previously stored in diverse and incompatible databases. It can then distribute that information throughout the network and allow access...
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Intelligent Automation and Systems Engineering (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2011

	Intelligent systems are required to facilitate the use of information provided by the internet and other computer based technologies. This book describes the state-of-the-art in Intelligent Automation and Systems Engineering. Topics covered include Intelligent decision making, Automation, Robotics, Expert systems, Fuzzy systems,...
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